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Closing Arguments
Outline Note

Importance of Closing Argument
The last time to speak with and convince the jurors of your position
The time to provide the jurors a concise, clear, logical, and common sense discussion as to why your on the right side from a fairness, moral and societal position, and especially from a strict interpretation of the law
Fundamentals of Closing Argument
Like all aspects of trial, your closing must be short, concise and clear, and told in narrative format.  Most closing arguments are between 20-30 minutes.  My longest closing argument was 2 hours.
Just like opening, you don’t memorize your closing.  You “learn” the speech through practice to the point of knowing all major points and issues, and having smooth and logical transitions between facts and issues
You must accept the facts and issues as you know they exist, and the jurors likely will find they exist.  Do not hide from them, deny them, or ignore them.  If you know the facts to be true, or likely to be perceived by the jurors as true, then you must adopt them as true.  For example, unless something happens at trial that we do not have evidence of as of this point, Mary Jones will not be perceived as a bad person.  Thus, don’t try to make her a bad person.  Moreover, your much better off with the juror’s perceiving you to be naïve, than  the jurors perceiving you as a zealot or overly critical person.
You do not need to address every single fact, issue and piece of evidence that was introduced or occurred during trial.  The vast majority of stuff that occurs during trial (including the testimony) will not be remembered by the jurors.  Thus, there is no reason to address it, unless you have a specific concern about the jurors later addressing it.
You must, however, incorporate all memorable and significant facts and issues in the case (good and bad, strengths and weaknesses).  Your incorporation must flow in a logical narrative and transitional tone.   
Moreover, you must incorporate all facts and issues that you believe the jurors will think about and/or discuss even if the facts and issues are not part of the record.  This is because the jurors want to play detective.  They want to utilize their life experiences.  They want to come up with the points that everyone else missed.  It’s for this reason that I always state the following:
When you go back to reach your verdict, I would like you to remember something. That is, the lawyers on both sides of this case have been with this case for over three years. We know more about this case than the experts, the parties, or anyone else. There is not a single piece of evidence that has not been researched and looked at by a number of people. You can be assured that if there were anything in any of the evidence that was of benefit to either side, it would have been pointed out. The reason I am saying this is that sometimes jurors will go back and one juror will point out something he read or something he saw and that was never pointed out by the attorneys, and sometimes the other jurors rely on this. When this happens, justice is not done because none of the attorneys are given a chance to respond, and it’s very likely that there is a lot of other evidence or facts that would counter the juror’s argument.  The attorneys, however, chose not to put on this evidence because they knew the other side easily could counter it with additional evidence.
I would like you all to make a promise to me, and that is if anyone tries to go back to the jury room and rely upon anything other than the law or the facts presented in this trial, you stop them and tell them that it is not part of what you can consider.  His Honor has instructed you only to consider the law and the facts presented in this trial.
You must exhibit sincere confidence and unwavering belief in your position, without being cocky
Must speak to the jurors as friends.  The closing (like the opening) is not a speech.  Your tone needs to be similar to talking with friends, like your opening and direct examination.  Your tone and demeanor will change in the rebuttal closing.
Must speak openly and honestly (more than any other time of trial)
Generally, your initial closing should be structured and logical (less emotional).  I do this by following the format of the verdict form.  
During your closing never accidentally insult a member of the jury and never patronize the jurors.  Thus, be very careful to word your statements to be inclusive, not exclusive.  The following example that occurred in a closing involving a brain injured young man shows how to be inclusive: “We will never know just how far Andrew Campbell could have gone.  Whether a teacher, doctor, police officer, computer technician, etc.  He is now going to be limited in his job career to being a ……  While this is admirable occupation, and possibly he would have chosen this on his own, the tremendous loss is that he now no longer has the choice to be what he wants, and more importantly he no longer has the choice to change he employment or occupation when he wants.”
You should utilize visual aids, inferences, mental images and analogies in logical and common sense manner.  However, do not overuse them.  Overuse of visual aids, analogies or inferences will demean them.  You use them for the most important facts and issues that you believe are your strongest points.
Your visual aids should be concise, simple and very clear on message
You definitely should show the jurors actual trial testimony that supports your most important points.  This is very powerful.  You get the court reporter to transcribe the parts you want, and then you have them blown up and put on a poster board or incorporated in Power Point.  Some courts and judges do not permit this, but the vast majority do.
Structure of Closing Argument
The verdict form and jury instructions should guide the structure and format of your initial closing argument
The last thing the jurors will hear is the judge telling them the jury instructions and how to complete the verdict form
The verdict form will be their only guidance of what their task is
Jurors will feel a desire and need to strictly follow the verdict form and instructions, as this specifies their task and gives them a roadmap.  The first thing the jurors will do is select a foreperson, and then immediately begin reading and answering the verdict form.
People want definitive structure and understanding of their task and job.  The verdict form and jury instructions provide this
Thus, I begin my initial closing by greeting the court, opposing counsel, the client and jurors.  
I then explain that we are at the stage of closing argument whereby the attorneys have the opportunity to sum up the facts and evidence that was presented during the trial, and argue how those facts and evidence should be applied to the law.
After closing argument, the judge will read you the jury instructions, meaning the law you must follow in reaching your verdict.  Finally, the judge will read you the verdict form, and will provide you the verdict form for you to compete during your jury deliberations.
I then show the jurors the verdict form, and begin taking them step-by-step through it.  
After each verdict form question, I provide the applicable jury instructions, and then discuss the facts in a narrative format to show how to reach the proper conclusion on the verdict form based on the facts
I follow this same format for each question on the verdict form.
I then discuss the burden of proof.  It’s crucial that this is done, and that it’s explained that in a civil case that no one is going to jail and no one will lose their occupational license as a result of their decision
Next I address the importance of the jury’s decision and verdict.  
I emphasize that the decision they reach will be the final decision.  There will be no other.
The decision they make will determine what the plaintiff gets for the rest of his life, and how his life will be lived
I then explain the jury’s responsibility to take this decision extremely seriously, and to put aside any conceivable prejudices or preconceived notions, and to follow the law.  You will see examples of this in my writing on Addressing Issues-Head On (Tab 34). 
Finally, I generally will end with a couple of rhetorical questions that I believe the opposing side should address in her closing.  You will see examples of this in my writing on Addressing Issues-Head On.
Addressing Issues-Head On
As emphasized through the course, you cannot hide from bad facts and issues.  As part of your initial closing, you must address them head-on and incorporate them into your theme and case
You must explain why you win even though there are some negative or bad facts and issues
You must address negative facts and issues that you know the jurors will consider and possibly discuss, even if they did not come into evidence during the trial
As I have stated many times, if you have thought about it, then the jurors also will think about it.  Don’t hide behind it.  It’s always best to bring it out into the open and try to dispel it.  One example given in class is when I knew the jurors in Wal-Mart were going to be concerned about giving the Smiths money.  This was nothing discussed in the case, but it concerned me.  Thus, I knew it would concern the jurors.  I made the decision to quickly address it by telling the jurors that this was not an issue, and not something the law permits a consideration.  Give the Smiths the benefit of the doubt.  You can review my closing in Wal-Mart to see specifically how I address this.
Rebuttal Argument
Rebuttal argument is the one time that I purposely show emotion and righteous indignation.  
For the entire trial, the jurors have seen me as the neutral messenger, the source of credibility
While they have seen emotion by me (at times), they certainly have seen me much more as a concise, clear, prepared, logical presenter of the facts and issues
In rebuttal, for the very first time, they see an emotional appeal for why we are here and why justice demands a huge verdict
The rebuttal virtually plays entirely off the closing of opposing counsel and what he says or fails to say
Of course, the rebuttal is planned, because I know what the lawyer will likely say or not say in his closing.  Thus, I do have my rebuttal broken down into categories with suggested responses.
However, my rebuttal definitely is not rehearsed.  In fact, I do not practice it.  
I write out the facts and issues of what I plan on saying, assuming the opposition closing proceeds as expected.  But I do not practice it.  I want the rebuttal to appear spontaneous and totally unrehearsed
Also, I listen and watch the opposition closing very carefully.  I’m looking for things said or shown that I can grab on to in rebuttal to support my emotion and righteous indignation.
I’m listening for and watching for the obvious facts and issues the opposition failed to addressed, or the changes in position the opposition is now contending for the first time.
The only part of my rebuttal is definitely planned and will be delivered is the last statement I will provide to the jurors in the case.  I definitely know and plan out the last thing I plan on telling the jurors, and I make sure it’s memorable.  For example, In Wal-Mart I said:
In opening statement, Wal-Mart stated that you will conclude that justice was done in this case four years ago when Little, Cone, Simon and Johnson were convicted.  But that is not entirely correct.  Justice was done, but there is one more participant in the death of Mr. Smith that needs to be judged, and that is Wal-Mart.  When you return your verdict against Wal-Mart and award substantial damages to the Smith family, then justice will finally be done.  [End your rebuttal argument on a zinger]
Law of Closing Argument
In Tab 35 I provide a fairly comprehensive list of the types of closing arguments that have been subject to objections and reversals
As demonstrated in this writing, the law is applied in a very inconsistent, discretionary and arbitrary manner.  In fact, in reading my closing arguments, and those of my father, you will see that we both violate some of these cases on occasion.  The reason for this is that the application varies in each court and each judge, and you learn to make slight adjustments depending on the circumstances.
Most problems arise out of a violation of ABA Rule 3.4(e) of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. This rule provides that a lawyer shall not:
in trial, allude to any matter that the lawyer does not reasonably believe is relevant or that will not be supported by admissible evidence, assert personal knowledge of facts in issue except when testifying as a witness, or state a personal opinion as to the justness of a cause, the credibility of a witness, the culpability of a civil litigant, or the guilt or innocence of an accused.
The following are closings that generally will cause you problems:
Personal attacks upon accused, his defense, or his counsel; e.g., “The defendant is a scum bag.”  “Counsel for the defense is trying to pull the wool over your eyes.”  “Counsel for the plaintiff will say or do anything to get you to award big bucks because he makes more money.”
Stating personal opinions about the facts or witness; e.g., “I find Mr. Jones the most truthful witness.”  “I find the defense ridiculous.”  “I think Mr. Jones is guilty.” “I went to Vietnam and I thought I had seen it all”  “Never have I seen so much evidence; never have I seen so many strong fingers of guilt pointing to the culpable parties.”
Making statements not supported by evidence in the record; e.g., “Mr. Jones told me outside the courtroom.”  “I didn’t call Mr. Jones as a witness because all he would have said is ….”  “Mr. Jones is extremely remorseful by what took place (yet there is no evidence of this).” 
Asking the jurors to put themselves in the position of a party (“Golden Rule”).  Generally, this only is true for asking them to put themselves in a position of damages, not liability.  Yet, I stay away from it in all forms.  For example, it’s arguably Golden Rule to state: “you the jurors know the dangers of selling ammunition to minors, and that minors can harm others with it?  You wouldn’t sell ammunition to minors.”  Yet, it is appropriate to state: “Every adult in the country knows of the danger of minors having pistols and ammunition, and that they can harm others with it.  Virtually all adults would be horrified in not taking appropriate actions to prevent minors from getting their hands on pistols and ammunition on a Saturday night at 9:00.  Why wasn’t Wal-Mart horrified?”  Although this is semantics, I think it’s better than directly addressing the jurors anyway.  When you address the jurors directly, it’s like invading their space, just like being physically close to their jury box.
Asking the jurors to send a message or to act as the conscience of the community, when punitive damages is not an issue
Appealing directly to potential prejudices, including race, religion, gender, foreign status.
Appealing directly to potential self-interest; e.g., “if you rule against the county, then your property taxes will go up to pay for the damages.”  “If you find against the doctor, then doctors will have to leave the profession, and there will not be enough doctors to care for the sick.”  “If you do not convict, then you will have the burden of living with your decision when he kills again.”
Commenting on the failure of opposing counsel to call a witness, when the witness was equally available to both sides
Commenting on a criminal defendant’s failure to testify in his own case
Objections During Closing
I prepare my closing and deliver it in a way that virtually assures no objections
I make sure I know the law thoroughly to prevent objections
Personally, I have never found a situation whereby I could not say what I wanted without violating the law.  Most of the time, it simply requires me making some slight rewording 
The best policy is to object to improper closing argument as it occurs
Also, depending upon the seriousness of the violation, you might want to approach the bench and ask the court to take a motion for new trial under advisement or at least seek a curative instruction. 
After closing arguments, move for a mistrial under advisement if you have not already done so and the violation was offensive
After the verdict, if adverse to your client, immediately move for a new trial based on the improper closing statements, and specifically those that you objected to.  
If a lawyer does not take each of these steps, the attorney might waive her right to appeal the improper remarks.
Sample Damage Arguments
In Tab 38, I provide a list of memorable damage type arguments that I have accumulated over my career.  
This is not an exhaustive list, but does provide you a good framework to form your own arguments
The most important thing about damage arguments, like all aspects of trial, is that the argument must be logical, common sense, and consistent with everyday experiences and understandings of how life works
Sample Closing Arguments
See Smith v. Wal-Mart (Tabs 36 & 37)
See Levin & Papantonio, Closing Argument: The Last Battle (on reserve)
Future Questions
E-mail me at mlevin@levinlaw.com   Make sure to put in subject line “Former NESL Student”
Closing Argument Class Reading:  
	Levin & Papantonio, The Fundamentals of Closing Argument (Course Book-37)

Levin & Papantonio, Addressing Issues Head-On in Closing Argument (Course Book-38)
Levin & Papantonio, The Law of Closing Argument (Course Book-39)
Reference Material:  
	Smith v. Wal-Mart, Initial Closing Argument & Outline (Course Book-40)
	Smith v. Wal-Mart, Rebuttal Closing Argument & Outline (Course Book-41)

Levin & Papantonio, Form Damage Arguments (Course Book-42)
 


